Key Features of CAP

Individualised career case management for the duration of your program and beyond.

Personal referrals for permanent and interim employment through the Monash MBA Talent Bank.

Access to a series of industry events and development programs.

**Industry Events**
- Hear from industry experts and alumni from various fields
- Attend panel events showcasing areas such as management consulting and entrepreneurship
- Meet potential employers in select small-group events

**Development Programs**
- LinkedIn
- International careers and cultural competence
- Orientation to the Australian employment market
- Case interview practice
- Presentation skills and creating your personal narrative
- Assessment centre simulations
- Mock interviews with experienced hiring managers
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Make the most of your Monash MBA with the Career Advancement Program (CAP). Next generation careers that reflect the new world of work.

Project-based careers

We understand the global shift toward project-based employment and the gig economy. We will support you to weave your unique tapestry of roles and achievements into the career you seek.

Network-based advancement

We understand the global shift toward building communities, reconceiving yesterday’s MNCs as today’s networks. We will provide support and training for you to engage in the continuous extension of your professional networks.

Experience-based learning

We believe accelerated advancement relies on a strategic interplay between learning and doing. We will provide opportunities to extend your professional experience as an integral element of your MBA learning.

Value-based leadership

We believe leadership development rests with your determination to be purposeful and integral in the work you do. We will support you to integrate your unique values and drivers in everything you do, professionally and personally.
The Monash MBA Career Advancement Program (CAP) provides you with a framework to evaluate and progress your career.

The MBA careers team offer specialised, individualised support, working with you to create and implement your own Career Development Plan. Through CAP, you will be ready to accelerate your career trajectory or take your career in a whole new direction.

The Talent Bank provides you with opportunities for permanent placement and interim engagements through which you can gain targeted industry knowledge and advance your networks. Entry to the Talent Bank is contingent upon engagement with the Career Advancement Program.

A committed engagement with the Career Advancement Program from the very start of your MBA will give you the skills and knowledge you need to navigate the new world of work.

Monash CAP services include:
- Individualised career development support
- Workshops and panel events
- Networking opportunities
- Simulated interviews

- Monash MBA Network Accelerator student profile brochure
- Monash MBA Talent Bank permanent and interim employment opportunities

The careers team will work with you towards:
- Accelerating your career trajectory
- Shifting roles and industry
- Extending industry contacts
- Developing your professional presence
“Active involvement in CAP will enable you to take charge of your career and create your own future.”

Professor Patrick Butler, Director, MBA Programs

“As an international student, I’m thrilled to have found work in a professional e-commerce role – my chosen sector – while completing the Monash MBA. The Career Advancement Program prepared me to break into the local employment market and continue to build my career here in Australia.”

Lina Calderon Munoz, Colombia

“The Talent Bank introduces a myriad of employment opportunities to Monash MBA students. Taking one of these consulting contracts allowed me to hone my skills in research, data analysis and presentation which then enabled me to step-up to an exciting new role as a Data Curator.”

Hugh Beard, Australia